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Cation ordering in magnesioferrite, MgFe2O4, to 982 °C using in situ synchrotron X-ray
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ABSTRACT
Magnesioferrite spinel, MgFe2O4, was synthesized at 900 °C from equimolar amounts of reagentgrade oxides, MgO and Fe2O3, and quenched in air. The structural behavior of magnesioferrite was
determined from in situ synchrotron X-ray powder-diffraction data [λ = 0.92225(4) Å] at room pressure and temperatures from 28 to 982 °C on heating and cooling. The a unit-cell parameter increases
linearly on heating, but deviates to give a discontinuity at 581 °C. Above 581 °C and on cooling from
982 °C, the a parameter varies linearly. The a parameter at 28 °C before heating [8.39704(5) Å] and
after cooling to 47 °C [8.39514(4) Å] is different because the cation order frozen in the structure is not
the same. Cation order, analyzed in terms of the inversion parameter, x, {iv[Mg1–xFex]vi[Mgx/2Fe1–x/2]2
O4}, and the order parameter, Q = 1 – (3/2) x, show no change on heating until the temperature is high
enough to cause exchange of Mg2+ and Fe3+ cations between the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. This
activation barrier is overcome at 581 °C, where the sample achieves the maximum ordered state on
heating [xmax = 0.867(4)] and begins to move toward equilibrium. This relaxation is toward a more
ordered conÞguration and is a kinetically controlled process. Above 581 °C, the cations continuously
disorder along the equilibrium pathway to the maximum temperature studied [Tmax = 982 °C, x =
0.769(3)] and reverse along the equilibrium pathway on cooling. At TB, the maximum equilibrium
order is frozen in, and maintained to room temperature, where xmax = 0.895(4). OʼNeill-Navrotsky,
Landau, and Ginzburg-Landau models give good descriptions of the ordering process in MgFe2O4.
Simultaneous differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetry (TG) data were obtained
using a Netzsch STA 449C simultaneous TG-DSC instrument. The DSC curve for MgFe2O4 contains
an irreversible exothermic peak at about 550 °C = Trelax in the Þrst heating experiment, and the energy
change associated with this peak is –162 J/g (= –32 KJ/mol), and corresponds to cation relaxation.
From Rietveld reÞnements, Trelax ≈ 581 °C. The TCurie ≈ 360 °C was obtained from TG experiments
carried out in a magnetic Þeld.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have been carried out on spinels
because of their chemical and structural simplicity, their
geological importance, and their use as geothermometers,
geobarometers, and geospeedometers (e.g., OʼNeill and Wall
1987; Sack 1982). In situ measurements are more realistic
than measurements on quenched samples to study the
structural behavior of minerals because the cation distribution,
especially at high temperatures, is unquenchable (OʼNeill
et al. 1992). This study aims to solve the quench problem,
and to determine and thermodynamically model the cation
order to about 1000 °C for magnesioferrite, ideally MgFe2O4.
The spinel structure consists of tetrahedrally coordinated
cations at 8a (1/8, 1/8, 1/8), octahedrally coordinated cations at
16d (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), and O atoms on the body diagonals of a cube
–
at 32e (u, u, u), where u is approximately 1/4 in space group Fd3m
(Fig. 1). In a perfectly ordered cubic structure, there are only two
structural variables (except displacement parameters): the a unitcell parameter and the O atom positional parameter u.
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Cubic spinels have the general formula AB2O4. The A and B
cation charges may be either +2 and +3 (e.g., magnesioferrite,
MgFe2O4), or +4 and +2 (e.g., qandilite, TiMg2O4). In “normal”
spinels, the A cation occupies the tetrahedral site and the B
cation occupies the octahedral site. In fully “inverse” spinels,
the tetrahedral (IV) site contains only B cations and the
octahedral (VI) site contains an equal number of A and B
cations, so the octahedral site is disordered. Any intermediate
spinel may be expressed as a mix of the normal and inverse
end-members, with general formula: IV[A1–xBx]VI[Ax/2B1–x/2]2O4,
where the variable x is referred to as the “inversion parameter”.
This x is the fraction of B cations at the tetrahedral site. In
normal spinels x = 0, and in inverse spinels x = 1. A value of
x = 2/3 corresponds to a completely random distribution of A
and B cations. Alternatively, an order parameter, Q, is used
to express the degree of order (see Harrison et al. 1998), and
varies from Q = 1 for a completely ordered normal spinel, to
Q = 0 (where x = 2/3) for a random arrangement of cations, to
Q = –0.5 in inverse spinel. The relationship between Q and x
is: Q = 1 – (3/2) x. MgFe2O4 is partly inverse and partly normal
and is, therefore, one of the most interesting ferrite spinels
(Paladino 1960).

